1 Introduction
==============

It is common practice to infer phylogenies on multi-gene datasets. One way to analyze these is to concatenate the data from several genes or entire genomes into one large super-matrix and infer a phylogeny on it via maximum likelihood (ML) or Bayesian inference methods. Typically, the sites of such a super-matrix are grouped into *p* disjoint partitions (e.g. genes) $P_{1},....,P_{p}$. Each partition is assumed to evolve according to an independent model of evolution and has a separate set of likelihood model parameters (e.g. substitution rates, branch lengths etc.).

Super-matrices often exhibit patches of missing data as sequence data for a specific taxon might not be available for *all* partitions *P~i~*. Such patches occur because a specific taxon might simply not contain a gene/partition or because the gene has not been sequenced yet. In partitioned datasets, patches of missing data can induce an important effect on the likelihood scores of trees. Under specific partitioning schemes, model settings, and patterns of missing data, topologically distinct trees might have exactly the same analytical likelihood score if they reside on a terrace. Two distinct trees reside on a terrace if the sets of their induced partition trees are identical. Recognizing terraces, determining their size, and enumerating all trees on a terrace therefore constitutes an important step when searching tree space but also for post-processing the results of phylogenetic analyses. Final output trees of tree searches can reside on a terrace and thus, represent only *one* of many possible solutions.

The presence of terraces in likelihood-based inferences was first used implicitly by [@bty384-B6] to accelerate ML calculations. One year later, the terrace phenomenon was explicitly named and mathematically characterized by [@bty384-B4]. Additional properties of terraces, in particular their impact on bootstrap and other support measures were discussed by [@bty384-B5]. [@bty384-B1], [@bty384-B2]) presented production-level implementations of topological moves that detect if consecutive trees reside on a terrace and thereby save computations in ML tree searches. Finally, D. Zwickl developed a python tool called terraphy for detecting terraces (<https://github.com/zwickl/terraphy>) based on the algorithm by [@bty384-B3].

2 Implementation
================

2.1 Interface
-------------

The C and C++ interfaces (see <https://github.com/terraphast>) take as input: a Newick tree string; a binary matrix *M* of size *n* × *p*, where *n* is the number of taxa and *p* the number of partitions and where every row is annotated by a corresponding taxon name, that denotes if data are available or not for species *i* at partition *j*; a bitmask specifying the computation mode (tree on a terrace; number of trees on terrace; enumeration of all trees on terrace); a destination file pointer to potentially print out all trees on the terrace; a pointer to a big integer library object for storing the number of terraces. For the latter we use the GNU multiple precision arithmetic library (GMP) by default to prevent integer overflow. The interface function returns an integer that either contains an error code or indicates a successful invocation.

2.2 Limitations
---------------

As the library calculates the number of unrooted trees on a terrace given an unrooted, strictly bifurcating input tree, the following limitation applies: the binary input matrix must contain at least one row without any missing data, a so-called comprehensive taxon *tax~C~* such that all *p* induced per-partition trees $\left. T \middle| P_{i} \right.$ can be consistently rooted on the branch leading to *tax~C~* (for an approach to relax the requirement for a comprehensive taxon, see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By induced per-partition tree, we refer to the input tree pruned down to the taxa for which sequence data *are* available at a partition *i*. This limitation allows to execute the SUPERB algorithm and, as we show in the supplement, guarantees that the number of rooted trees on the terrace calculated by SUPERB is identical to the number of unrooted trees on the terrace. This limitation can be circumvented by including an appropriate comprehensive outgroup sequence from a reference genome into the dataset.

3 Results
=========

We initially tested our implementations on several artificial small five-taxon datasets for which either all possible trees reside on a single terrace or no terrace exists.

Subsequently, we tested both implementations on 26 empirical datasets from recently published biological studies (available at <https://github.com/BDobrin/data.sets>) and compared their performance to terraphy. For empirical datasets that did not contain a comprehensive taxon, we sub-sampled partitions such that the samples *did* contain a comprehensive taxon. For our tests we used a reference system with four physical Intel i7-2600 cores running at 3.40 GHz and with 16-GB main memory. We first verified that our two completely independent implementations (Terraphast I and II) yield exactly the same results and also compared their run-time performance to terraphy. Under identical settings (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details), all three codes yielded exactly the same number of unrooted trees on *all* datasets, provided that the input tree is rooted at the same comprehensive taxon *tax~C~*.

In [Table 1](#bty384-T1){ref-type="table"} we provide the average sequential execution times over 10 runs and number of trees on the respective terrace for Terraphast I and II and terraphy on the three empirical datasets with the largest terraces. All three codes were executed in tree counting mode, that is, enumeration and printout of all topologies on the terrace was disabled. Additional computational experiments under different modes, including memory utilization, parallel performance, and additional empirical datasets as well as a discussion of the reasons for the performance difference between Terraphasts I and II are provided in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We recommend use of terraphast I as it is faster and also actively developed as well as maintained in a separate repository (<https://github.com/upsj/terraphast-one>). Table 1.Sequential execution times (seconds) for counting trees on a terrace with terraphy and Terraphast I/IIDatasetTerraphyTerraphast ITerraphast IITerrace sizeRosaceae2.320.0330.0871.72 × 10^23^Shi.bats6.340.0150.0812.42 × 10^35^Burleigh.small4099.76147.74301.094.12 × 10^50^

4 Conclusions
=============

We have provided two independent C++ implementations of the SUPERB algorithm for counting trees on a phylogenetic terrace. Because we developed two independent implementations that yield exactly identical results, we are confident that the implementations are correct. Furthermore, Terraphast I is 28 times faster than terraphy on the dataset containing the largest terrace (Burleigh.small) and requires one order of magnitude less RAM (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As our experiments with empirical datasets show, a plethora of published phylogenetic trees *do* reside on a terrace. Although the phenomenon has been known since 2011, authors of empirical studies do not routinely assess if their tree resides on a terrace. We are optimistic that the availability of an efficient and easy-to-integrate library for this purpose will facilitate integration of this important phylogenetic post-processing step into popular phylogenetic inference tools that are predominantly written in C or C++. terraphast I has already been integrated into RAxML-NG (<https://github.com/amkozlov/raxml-ng>). The authors of GARLI (D. Zwickl, personal communication, October 2017) and IQ-Tree (B.Q. Minh, personal communication, October 2017) also intend to integrate it into their tools.
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